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Under the plate glass covering my desk, I preserve a dozen paper items spanning my lifetime, and two of 

them are tickets from six weeks apart in early 2011: my plane ticket home from Chennai, India and my 

Mega Millions lottery ticket the only time I played. Here’s an odd story that connects the two tickets by 

one of those fine threads in the mysterious tapestry of 

human events and our machines. 

In January of 2011, my wife and I were on a pilgrimage 

in South India and visited a Shiva temple that had a 

statue of Shiva’s bull, called Nandi, set up outside to 

allow anyone in the street to whisper a personal wish 

into its ear, so that Nandi could take it to Shiva, deep 

inside the temple. Although we were not Hindus or Shiva devotees, we had travelled halfway around the 

world for moments like this, and we each took our turn, in silence, to whisper something into the 

friendly stone ear. The name “Nandi” took on a quiet, personal meaningfulness for all of us after that.  

When we got home and went back to daily life, I could feel India in me and would say to my wife that I 

was waiting for “India to speak to me” to give me a guiding hint in a new direction for life. And maybe it 

did one morning as I was driving to my work in Albany, New York. After a silent 30-minute commute, 

and as I got off the highway onto a side street heading to my office, I heard myself say—almost sigh—, 

“Nandi…” And on the sound of that name, I looked up into the quickly approaching electronic 

advertising billboard that flips day and night through a set of commercial messages. As if on the sound 

of Nandi’s name, my eyes melted into the Mega Millions jackpot message announcing “$312 Million.”  

I knew that something odd had just happened, something requiring my careful and respectful 

attention—and possibly my action. Not that I believe this was the case, but I treated it as solemnly as if 

Shiva had told Nandi to tell me to play that lottery in response to the request I had placed before him on 

the other side of the earth some 50 days earlier. When a request from God comes, you follow it. 

Especially when it only costs one dollar.  

That evening, at home, and for the first time in my life, I bought a lottery ticket. It was an hour before 

the 11 PM drawing when a machine rolled 75 numbered balls into a mixing drum letting five of them 

drop out, one at a time—as random an act as humans can craft. And the odds of guessing the five balls 

in the order they plop out…that’s 1 in 259 million. No wonder weeks go by without a winner. It had been 

53 days in this case, people playing it all over the country, until it had built up one of the biggest jackpots 

of all time. I watched the 11 o’clock news with little hope that my first-time numbers, even with their 

perfume of India, would be any good. They were way off. 

Monday morning in the office, I heard the guys in the hallway making a hubbub. March basketball, I 

assumed. Then I heard, “lottery….a team...play it every week.” I asked them if someone had won Mega 

Millions? 

“Yeah! 319 million. It was all over the news this weekend. But get this. The winners are a group of IT 

workers at Hampton Plaza!” That’s a small office building just across the street next to Coulson’s 
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newspaper and magazine shop at Broadway and State. That March 2011 game was, at the time, the 

largest jackpot ever given to a single ticket and is still the ninth largest of all time. 

Mike Barth purchased the winning ticket for his team of four men and three women. “The Albany 

Seven,” they got dubbed. He told reporters that just as he was ready to buy his ticket at Coulson’s, he 

reached over to get a Snickers bar, and in that moment, some restless soul butted in. Their places got 

swapped. Were their financial fates, and those of millions of others, actually sealed by those five 

seconds and a Snickers bar? It depends on how the networked lottery computers generate those 

numbers. It seems likely to me that any millisecond of change in the computing totally alters how the 

numbers roll. If so, it all had to happen exactly the way it did or the whole thing would be different; the 

winner might have been in Texas and three weeks later. 

But all of that assumes the balls would roll the same way on Friday night, following Newtonian physics. 

People who pray during the ball drop seem to think God sort of blows on the balls. And that’s closer to 

the  physics of Schrödinger. Which brings me around to the mystery sitting here. What, if anything, was I 

doing in the middle of this? Not getting rich, obviously. But it seems like something. Clearly those balls 

could have landed on a ticket anywhere in 41 states, or even missed again for the 16th time in a row. Yet 

57 minutes after Nandi, so to say, played the lottery, out came five balls matching numbers that had 

been sold at the store nearest to that billboard. Seven tenths of a mile. 

The observer affects the observed, say folks like Schrödinger. In letting me at least feel as if I were 

experiencing something like that, I had received a gift similar to what I had requested through that  

friendly stone ear on a dusty road in South India.  


